Insight Data Sheet
What is Insight?
Insight by Baxter, is an inventory optimization service that provides you with a
one-time inventory analysis identifying opportunities to reduce your inventory
cost, improve service levels and help you plan for changes in your supply chain.
How do we do it?
Baxter’s experienced planning team will review a snapshot of your current
demand along with your inventory and logistics network and perform a “baseline”
optimization. You will be provided with a complete report that includes target
stock levels for all stock locations, exchange curves illustrating how changes in
inventory will impact service levels, identification of excess inventory and more.
All analysis is performed by Baxter’s experienced planning staff using Prophet™
by Baxter, our software suite focused on inventory planning and execution. Take
confidence in results coming from a solution that is relied on by Fortune 1000
companies and not from manually prepared spreadsheets or hunches.
Insight is also a great way to explore potential savings from modifications to
your supply chain including changes to your logistics network (adding a new
warehouse), changes in lead time (modifying source or transportation modes),
and other variations.
Benefits
Right Products, Right Place
Improve service levels and minimize inventory investment with target stock levels
calculated for each product and location based on Baxter’s unique Total Cost
Optimization algorithm.
Reach Service Targets
Make informed decisions on improving service levels with a complete analysis
of the inventory investment required to improve your fill rates.
Minimize Uncertainty
Understand changes to your supply chain before you execute them. Eliminate
uncertainty on how changes to stocking locations or transportation mode will
affect your inventory investment.
Get Results Quickly
Analysis is delivered quickly with limited investment of your IT resources. Insight
projects are executed using a proven methodology based on 20 years of
experience performing inventory optimization.
Results experienced by organizations after Insight analysis include:
• Reduced inventory investment due to lower target stock levels by 5%-20%
• Improved fill rate from optimal location and reduced misses by 10%-25%

Insight Provides:
• An inventory analysis
that identifies
opportunities to reduce
inventory cost.
• An accurate inventory
plan to reach your
target service levels.
• A precise way to
explore potential
savings from changes
in your logistics
network or changes
in lead time.
• A fast analysis with
limited investment of
your IT resources.

About Baxter Planning
Baxter provides cloudbased software and service
solutions for inventory
planning across complex,
global supply chains.
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